
VMSL PAYMENT POLICY FOR REFEREES – 2018-19 

 

A. Referee fees for League/Cup games: 
Premier matches - $90 for the referee and $45 for each assistant referee 
Division 1 and all other Divisions - $80 for the referee and (where applicable) $40 per assistant 
referee 
 

B. League Cup finals for all Cups - $90 for the referee, $45 per assistant referee and $45 for the 4th 
official. (Paid for by VMSL) 
 

C. If a game is cancelled due to a forfeit by a team, the VMSL will pay the referee fees & the team 
that forfeited will be assessed the ref fee and other fees and a fine. 
 

D. Away team no-shows for a game? Home team should not pay the referee. Game will be 
considered a forfeit. The VMSL will pay the ref fee & the team that forfeited will be assessed the 
ref fee and other fees and a fine. 
 

E. Both teams arrive to play and the field is deemed unplayable before the game by the referee or 
sponsoring home field official? Teams should not pay the referee. The VMSL will pay half of the 
regular fees to the referees. (New cost approved by the VMSL board) 
 

F. The game is postponed due to an unplayable field and notice is provided two or more hours 
prior to kick off by the VMSL (on the guidance of Park Officials or the Home Field Official). The 
referees are not paid in this case. 
 

G. A game is cancelled due to field condition, lights not turning on for evening games or fields 
double booked and the referee is present at the field. Home team should not pay the referees 
(and if convenient get back any payment already made). The VMSL will pay half the regular 
game fee to each referee. (As necessary, the VMSL will help facilitate any payment 
reconciliations between teams and referees required as a result of issues such as lighting failure, 
etc.) 
 

H. If a team forfeits their game more than one week before kickoff and no referee has been 
assigned to that specific game, the VMSL will consider waiving the referee fee portion of the 
fees and fine associated with forfeiting. 
 

I. If within one week of a scheduled match and after a referee has been assigned, a game is 
rescheduled to a later date based on the request of one or both of the teams involved, the 
requesting team(s) will be responsible for the referee fees for the official(s) that have lost their 
weekend assignment. 
 


